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Global Energy Perspective: Where does the growth in 
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to the low oil-price environment?
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potential?
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Global energy demand rises by 15% in 2016-50, but the rate of growth slows to the slowest pace in 

the past 100 years

SOURCE: McKinsey Energy Insights’ Global Energy Perspective, January 2019; IEA Energy Balances (Historical); Smil, V. (Historical)
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Electrification across key end uses, particularly in buildings and road transport, drives a doubling of 

electricity demand by 2050 

SOURCE: McKinsey Energy Insights’ Global Energy Perspective, January 2019

Final energy consumption

2016=100
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1 Buildings includes residential buildings in OECD Europe and OECD Americas; transport includes passenger cars, trucks, vans, buses,

and 2- and 3-wheelers
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Fossil fuel use flattens from 2035: gas continues to grow but oil 

and coal in decline … 

SOURCE: McKinsey Energy Insights’ Global Energy Perspective, January 2019
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… driven by efficiency improvements and electrification in road transport resulting 

in peak oil before 2035….
Global oil demand by sector
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SOURCE: McKinsey Energy Insights’ Global Energy Perspective, January 2019
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….however, only with little disruptions in road transport and chemicals, 

oil demand could peak before 2025

SOURCE: McKinsey Energy Insights’ Global Energy Perspective, January 2019
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Even in an accelerated plateauing/ peak demand scenario significant 

additional investment in E&P is required to offset declining production

Global liquids supply and demand under Energy Transition case, MMb/d

SOURCE: Rystad Energy, McKinsey Energy Insights

ACCELERATED ENERGY TRANSITION CASE
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By 2035, E&P companies need to add 43MMb/d of new crude production 

from unsanctioned projects to meet demand 

Global oil supply growth 2018-35

MMb/d
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SOURCE: McKinsey Energy Insights

NEW NORMAL CASE

1 This decline is net of in-fill drilling, and other work done to fields that are not classified as major projects

2 Does not include shallow water

3 Other includes onshore conventional, heavy oil, unconventional gas and excludes OPEC Gulf
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Decreasing Capex levels following from oil price have significantly impacted 

the energy contractor sector…..

SOURCE: S&P Capital IQ; McKinsey analysis
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14SOURCE: Clarksons database, Riglogix, McKinsey analysis

…causing both a decline in price and volume INDICATIVE
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However, industry did not just see reduced spend, it experienced the simultaneous effect of 3 

structural changes 

Reduced activity across operators – resulting in 

reduced capex spend

Changing customer base for energy contractors –

independents/NOCs taking over from Majors in 

production and discoveries 

▪ 25% reduction in overall importance of IOCs in the 

global production mix with North Sea and GoM

seeing a higher impact 

▪ Resulting in different type of demand (e.g. focus, 

capabilities, role of contractor, etc) 

Operator’s activities shifting from CAPEX and 

Greenfield focus to more OPEX and Brownfield focus 

– not just in the crisis! 
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Energy contractors are actively responding to the changing dynamics in five distinct dimensions

Description Examples

▪ Rapidly cutting back on service and manufacturing 

footprint
- 43%

- 35%

▪ Continued consolidation across major contracting 

segments to improve market position and capture 

sales and cost synergies
109%

78%

Integrated offerings▪ Tailoring offering of equipment and services to meet 

customers demand through integrated platform 

offerings

▪ Diversifying activities into adjacent markets

▪ Developing new innovative supplier-operator 

relationships incl. turnkey, end-to-end field delivery, 

performance-based contract and equity stake

E2E

49% stake

Equity

Radical cost 

reduction and asset 

right-sizing

Consolidation

Convergence and 

integrated 

plays

Move into 

adjacent 

markets

Evolving operator-

supplier 

relationship

iv
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How to apply focus and capture the potential?

2 Rigorous cost focus: overcapacity likely in medium term 

which means clear choices need to be made

3
Nimble & agile organization: respondingquickly – both in 

terms of rightsizing, updating offerings & re-adjusting focus, 

deal teams, etc

Customer focus and integrated offerings – especially given 

change in customer profile in most segments 1

5 Granularity of growth: there are significant pockets of growth -

capturing requires a more granular understanding vs. historically 

4
Competitive intelligence: In-depth understanding of competitive 

dynamics, utilization, etc to support fact-based decision making on 

pricing, tendering, etc
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Example: granular activity heatmap by end market % of capacity additions

<10% 10%-25% >25% N/A4

SOURCE: Energy Insights Global Gas Model, IGU, ICIS supply and demand, McKinsey Global Nuclear Power Plant and Uranium Model, SNL, : IRENA (2017), Renewable Energy Statistics 2017, The International Renewable Energy Agency, 

Abu Dhabi., MAKE Consulting “Q2/2017 Global Wind Power Market Outlook Update”, MAKE Consulting “Q1/2018 Global Wind Power Market Outlook Update”, McKinsey, Rystad D-Cube, Woodmac UDT, Expert interviews  

1 1 Unit of measure: LNG (MTPA), Petrochemical (MTA), Nuclear (GW), Mining (# of mines), Wind (GW), Offshore O&G ($mn), Pipeline O&G ($bn)        3 Time period: LNG Liquefaction (by mid 2020’s), LNG Regasification (’18-’22), Petrochemical (’15-’30), Nuclear (’17-’25), Mining (’18-’25), 

Wind onshore (’16-’22), Wind offshore (’18-’25), Offshore O&G (’18-’25), Pipeline O&G (’18-’25)    4 No data or specific split available
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▪ Diederik is a Partner in the Amsterdam office of 

McKinsey & Company.

▪ He focuses his client service on the overall energy 

sector where he serves both operators and large 

contractors on the topics of strategy and operational 

improvements

Email:    Diederik_Nelissen@mckinsey.com

Mobile:  +31 (0)6 12 47 2917


